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et al.: Information For the Authors

The Writing Center JournaFs primary purpose is to publish articles, reviews, and

announcements of interest to writing center personnel. We therefore invite manuscripts that explore issues or theories related to writing center dynamics or admin-

istration. We are especially interested in theoretical articles and in reports of
research related to or conducted in writing centers. In addition to administrators
and practitioners from college and university writing centers, we encourage directors of high school and middle school writing centers to submit manuscripts.

Guidelines for Submission
1 . Manuscripts should be between 4,000 and 8,000 words and should include a
list of works cited. Manuscripts should follow the NCTE Guidelines for Nonsexist Use of Language and the MLA Handbook, 6th edition.
2. Submissions to WCJ should be made via e-mail as an MS Word attached file to
both nlerner@mit.edu and eboquet@mail.fairfield.edu.
3. Manuscripts judged by the editors to be appropriate for the journal are submitted for blind review to two external readers. Approximately fifty percent of

manuscripts submitted to WCJ are sent out for review. Manuscripts are accepted for review with the understanding that they have not been submitted or

published elsewhere.
4. Receipt of a manuscript is acknowledged with an e-mail message. Authors are
notified of decisions on the disposition of manuscripts within 8-10 weeks of
submission.

5. Copyright of all articles published in The Writing Center Journal, including the

right to reproduce them in any form or media, is assigned solely to WCJ.

For additional information, go to http://www.writing.ku.edu/wcj/.
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